
 

SMALL TOWNS… NEW CHALLENGES 

Virtual mobility organized by S. Stefano di Camastra  

17th/24th May 2021 

  

 Our project was stopped due to force majeure caused by Covid-19 pandemic. Anyway 

it was postponed for a year, so we could work on the project and complete it.  Despite 

the health crisis, economic problems, the lack of a normal life, we were able to arrange 

the last two virtual  mobilities. 

The second virtual mobility accurred from 17th to 24th of May 2021. It was organized 

and coordinated by the Italian Delegation from Istituto Comprensivo Santo Stefano di 

Camastra in Santo Stefano di Camastra. All the video conferences were in the same 

link through the App Meet (Google). Everyday two workshops were held. Each partner 

was responsible for organizing at least one of the workshops. They have been 

scheduled from 10:00am to 12:00am ( Spanish time). 

From the Italian school Istituto Comprensivo Santo Stefano di Camastra four classes 

participated:1st, 2nd, 3rd levels of secondary education with a total of 30 students and 

4 tutors. 

From  C.E.I.P N.tra S.ra de la Cabeza in Maria, Spain                 31 students    6 tutors 

From  Agrupamento de Escolas de Alvide in Portugal                   41 students    4 tutors 

From  Centro San Viator in Sopuerta, Spain                                   25 students    2 tutors 

From  Szkola Podstawowa im. Ks. Pralata Josefa in Poland           20 students     2 tutors 

From Nachalno Uchilishte “Yane Sandanski”School in Bulgary  25 students  5 tutors  

 

On Monday, 17th May 2021, the hosting organization Istituto Comprensivo Santo 

Stefano di Camastra, represented by the head teacher, welcomed all the participants in 

the video conference.  After a group of students presented the school with a live 

broadcast tour. Subsequently the town  of S. Stefano was presented with a video 

prepared by the students, showing the places of great interest of the small town. After 

that the Agrupamento de Escolas de Alvide from Portugal presented the first workshop 

introducing  the legend of Barcelos Rooster and  proposing to draw and paint it. 



 

On Tuesday, 18th May 2021, the first workshop was proposed by the Centro San 

Viator, from Basque Country in Spain. They presented a language game on line using 

Kahoot and Padlet, students learned the meaning of some Basque names and some 

mythological characters in a fan way. The second workshop was introduced by the 

Nachalno Uchilishte Yane Sandanski School from Bulgary. They involved us in a live 

broadcast visit of the museum in Razlog, and showed some handcraft ceramic vessels, 

their manufacture and design. We also created our own ceramic plate. 

On Wednesday, 19th May 2021, it was Italy’s turn. The Istituto Comprensivo from 

S. Stefano di Camastra suggested the first on line workshop (Kahoot) based on some 

information about Italian  culture and language in an inspiring way. Next workshop 

was oganized by C.E.I.P. N.tra S.ra de la Cabeza from Maria, Spain. They led us to 

reflect on the current situation of the Covid 19. They launched appropriate questions 

and students discussed them. After that Maria’school  involved the students in an 

interctive game ( Joinmyquiz) about the project in general. 

On Thursday, 20th May 2021, the Polish workshop took place, from the Szkola 

Podstawowa im. ks. pralata Jozefa Bigusa in Banino. They started with the presentation 

of the school building within a 3D path. It was truly amazing! After that they presented 

the traditional Kashubian symbol and pattern and involved us in the creation of our 

own Kashubian embroidery. We also played an on line game. In the second workshop, 

N.stra S.ra de la Cabeza summed up the various activities of the project that we have 

carried out during the last three years. We filled in an evaluation form for the final 

report. 

On Friday, 21st May 2021, the last workshop was introduced by S.Stefano, Italy. 

They showed a video referring to the manufacture ceramic handcraft, particularly the 

“jar” that it is also related to the Nobel Price writer Luigi Pirandello. Students had the 

chance to accomplish their own jar in a template. They showed photos of the most 

significant memories of the mobilities. 

On Monday, 24th May 2021, a video conference took place with teachers 

coordinators. They evaluated the virtual activities carried out during the virtual 

mobility by means of  a survey  elaborated by the Italian coordinator.  

 


